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Beta1 = 0.9, Beta2 = 0.99

What can go wrong with Adam?



Tuning more AdamW beta2 values

The second moment estimator becomes out-of-date, leading to updates which are too large.



𝖱𝖬𝖲t = 𝔼 [ g2
t

ut ]

Let’s track how good of an estimator we have for the squared gradient… the following aggregate quantity should be approx 1

Can we search for a causal relationship between an RMS spike and a loss spike?



RMS spikes in the patch embedding layer come _before_ loss spikes



This is just one example… let’s come up with heuristic for 
documenting loss/rms spikes and use this for analysis



Chance of a loss spike randomly following an RMS spike is 1.0%





For later layers, RMS spikes are postdictive not predictive of loss 
spikes





• Has this ever been encountered before? 


• Yes, Shazeer and Stern found an out of date second moment estimator when 
developing AdaFactor and running experiments without warm-up


• They propose a fix called “update clipping”


• Does anyone use “update clipping”?


• No, because people do not get good performance with AdaFactor, but this is 
for other reasons (most likely the factored moments)


• So… let’s try AdamW + update clipping and refer to the result as StableAdamW



Figure 8: Loss spikes increase with learning rate for fixed batch size and model size. Reducing AdamW �2 from its
default in PyTorch of 0.999 mitigates loss spikes. Reducing �2 too much slows training.

Algorithm 2 StableAdamW
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v0, u0 = 0

for t = 1 to T do

gt = rf(✓t)
// apply correction term to debias moving avg.
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// update moving averages
vt = �̂1vt�1 + (1� �̂1)gt
ut = �̂2ut�1 + (1� �̂2)g2t
// for implementation convenience, the steps
// below occur independently for each tensor
RMSt =

p
E [g2t /ut]

// update parameters
⌘t = ↵t/max (1,RMSt)
✓t = ✓t�1 � ↵t�✓t�1 + ⌘tvt/

�p
ut + ✏

�

for AdamW in Algorithm 2, ignoring for now the
modifications in pink which we discuss in Section 3.5).

This adaptivity can be a very useful tool for accel-
erating training, but can also cause issues when the
learning signal changes. Concrentely, exponential mov-
ing averages can become out of date causing updates
to be scaled by a value that is too large. This issue is
discussed in Section 5 of Shazeer and Stern [31], and
we summarize below.

As in Algorithm 2, let ut = {ut,j}nj=1 denote the
exponential moving average (EMA) of squared gra-
dients g2t = {g2t,j}nj=1 for neural network parameters
✓ 2 Rn. Ignoring the bias correction term1, at each

1In practice, the EMA is debiased with a correction term.
Algorithm 2 follows AdaFactor section 7.1 in applying the
correction term to �1, �2. Adam is often written with the

iteration t, ut is updated as �2ut�1+(1��2)g2t where
�2 is referred to as the decay for the EMA. Then,
the update is scaled by 1/

�p
ut + ✏

�
, where ✏ is a

small value added numerical stability. Often the ratio
vt/

�p
ut + ✏

�
is thought of as signal-to-noise.

However, this method can break down when the learn-
ing signal changes and ut ceases to be a good estimator
for the running average of g2t . Consider the case where
the gradient magnitudes have been historically very
small for some parameters so 1/

�p
ut + ✏

�
is large

for those parameters. If, then, at iteration t those
parameters suddenly receive a gradient signal the up-
date can be catastrophically large and cause a spike.
Let’s refer to this scenario as the stuck-in-the-past

scenario.

This is why there is a sweet spot for �2. If �2 is too
small then the per-parameter learning rate feature
dissipates and convergence can be slowed [29]. If �2

is too large then ut can be out-of-date and no longer
a good estimator for g2t , resulting in per-parameter
scaling that is too large.

Measurement. We now discuss measurement of
the aforementioned stuck-in-the-past scenario and
search for a causal relationship between this event and
a loss spike. This scenario was observed when Shazeer
and Stern [31] ran experiments without warmup,
wherein they proposed to measure the following root-
mean-square quantity, RMSt =

p
E [g2t /ut]. If ut is

a good estimator for g2t then the aggregate quantity
RMSt should be around 1. The stuck-in-the-past

scenario described above corresponds to an RMSt � 1.

Shazeer and Stern [31] present experiments which
measure RMSt � 2 when �2 = 0.999. However, they

correction term applied to vt, ut but they are equivalent [31].
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Slow down learning (reduce learning rate) if second moment estimator out of date







Other tips & tricks for optimization

• Use around 5000 iterations of linear warm-up for the learning rate


• After that, use cosine-decay 



In things still go wrong…
• Inspect your data


• Use a smaller learning rate


• Using bf16 instead of fp16



What we didn’t cover and may be important

• Scaling learning rate and initialization based on width!

• There are other fixes for this, including scaling LR by RMS(weights) (see 
PaLM paper), or “principled” approaches such as mu-transfer




